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Company
Overview
Erik Cornet. Founder of TiM

TiM is more than time tracking software. TiM
is methodology + software.
"The TiM time management product comes from my personal journey
from consultant to manager to business owner. In each of these roles
I faced challenges around tracking, reporting, and billing for time. TiM
is simplifying the time reporting process with a proven methodology
plus tools to easily capture and report our professional day".

Vision
Empowering the business professionals to thrive in the ever-evolving
competitive environment through simple to use technology based upon
software you already know and love.
TiM continues to innovate by advancing and improving our solutions to
drive greater success for our clients.

Mission
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Create a time entry with two mouse
clicks or “drag and drop” from your
Outlook calendar.
TiM creates clear and detailed time
entries that provide greater transparency
on how we spend our time.

The time events are converted into
timesheet entries automatically through
posting. This direct posting from Outlook
reduces errors by eliminating transcribing
of hand-written notes and send these
events directly to the financial system.

Problems

Timesheet
Timesheets do not work! This old way of
time tracking lacks the accuracy that we
need. Calculating your week as 40 hours
does not benefit you or your business.

The Pandemic
Many businesses continuing to work
remotely or using hybrid approach and
some will become permanent. With the
new realities it is even harder to calculate
the exact amount of time you spend time
on.

The Lifestyle
Today we work at a very fast paced
environment and hop from Teams meeting
to Teams meeting while responding to
email, on top of getting our work done.
How can we keep track of what we are
doing and for whom we are doing it? We
need help!

No tools
No new tools since paper. What you mostly
see on the market is the copy of the
timesheet that you just fill in and submit.
This approach does not solve any problems
but just giving you a template to fill in

Solutions

Instant Result
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We have seen clients time tracking efforts go from
2 ½ hours per week before using TiM, to 15minutes per week with TiM, plus increases in time
capture well above 10%!

Ease of Use
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TiM solves the dual problems of under-reporting
and non-reporting time within professional
services organizations.

Time Saving
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TiM makes time tracking simple, permitting the
timekeeper to capture and record all their time
effort, and submit it without any hassle.

Key Factor
Innovation
TiM is connected to the project management solution of your choice. For
example, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft Azure, or Dynamics 365
Business Central. If you use any other financial system, we are happy to
personalize TiM for you. We can connect TiM to any financial system that
you would prefer!

Product Portfolio
TiM works for you, not against
you.

Click - Click - Done
03
Clicks
“TiM has been a game changer for timesheet entry. I went from reviewing
every email and call one-by-one to drag and dropping meetings from one
calendar to another. This feature alone has saved me a tremendous amount
of time and headaches when it comes to timesheet entry.”
- Patrick Hurtubise
Senior Technical Consultant, Thinkmax Canada
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Competitive
Advantage
Save Time

Earn More

Decrease the time you spend
tracking your workday.

Capture more time and bill more
hours. Increase revenues for your
company.

No Stress

Anywhere

Timesheet anxiety is real! TiM
lifts the pressure and relieves
your mind.

TiM travels with you. Work and
capture time with your device
from anywhere.

HandsFree

Contact Us
Email
info@pelorustechnology.com

Website
www.tim4time.com
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